
What’s In a Breath? 
 

 

Tew reminds us that we own our ‘breathing’ but we don't own ‘breath’; our conscious intention can, 

to a degree, vary our breathing.  But our innate intention (roughly equivalent to the West’s 

‘autonomic’ nervous system) which causes us to breathe, will always remain supreme as part of our 

survival instinct - try holding your breath for a couple of minutes and see what happens. 

 

 

Taiji and Qigong breathing 

 

 

There is a plethora of advice and instruction on how to breathe whilst performing Taiji and Qigong 

forms.  Do we breathe in or out as we open our bodies or contract them, should it be through the 

nose or the mouth, when do we move from thoracic to abdominal breathing to reverse abdominal 

breathing, how many  counts should the in-breath or out-breath be, when should it be no-breath  

and for how long, and so on?  But, to be honest, I personally find that too great a focus on the 

mechanics of breathing becomes a distraction from my actual practice; that said, I have the most 

profound respect for those who indulge in more complex breathing procedures, but it's not for me. 

 

 

Everyone should breathe as they wish - whatever works for them.  Personally, I have just three 

benchmarks:  firstly, I follow the ancient advice that the breathing should be ‘tranquil, long and fine’: 

secondly, my awareness using my conscious intention is limited to abdominal breathing (the natural 

way to breathe and, incidentally, THE way to get back to sleep) and to that which is appropriate to 

the medical, meditative, or martial aspect of the activity in which I'm engaged - so, for example, for a 

Martial Form I breathe in on contraction and out on expansion, and for a Health Qigong, I tend to 

breathe in on expansion and out on contraction: lastly, I have come to the conclusion that, just like 

my relationship with DeQi  in acupuncture, the innate intention within me (the ‘De’) knows how best 

to breathe so, mostly, I let it arise as it will (Ziran). 

 

 

What are we actually breathing? 

 

 

If our breathing was solely concerned with the chemical process of bringing oxygen into the lungs 

and breathing out carbon dioxide, that would be an end to it and the mechanical breathing 

techniques would take on a much greater significance - namely to provide the sustenance needed by 

the Yin and Yang (Taiji) of our mortal existence.  But the breath is also linked very much to the 

unseen, formless aspects of our life and we breathe in Undifferentiated Qi  from the ‘Wuji’ of the 

Universe (sometimes called ‘Primordial Qi’).  Our breathing is intimately linked to our Spiritual 

existence, our ‘inspiration’, and is so much more than a chemical process; so it’s not surprising that 

half the World’s population that are adherents to Abrahamic religions consider that, ‘God created 

man from dust and breathed life into him’ (the Biblical equivalent to Chapter 25 of the Daodejing). 



 

Furthermore in Chinese Medicine

comprise one continuous element;

but we breathe Qi in through our skin

’self’ and ‘other’ but rather a bridge;

Qi of the Wu may enter into us. 

likened to a wave on the sea, the innate intent

vastness of the ocean that creates,

 

 

Chapter 11 of the Daodejing reminds us that without the nothingness at 

we are nothing.  Indeed, an ancient version of the Taij

interplay of our mortal Yin Qi and 

Wu.  And it is the transference of 

Universe, to the emptiness of the 

 

 

How to breathe through the skin

 

 

If you already practice abdominal breathing, then you already know how to ‘breathe’

limits of your lungs.  This is just an extension 

balances right - Taiji stance, tip of the tongue on the roof of the mouth, head held aloft 

golden thread’, open all the joints in 

 

 

Breathe normally through the nose, feeling the air going in 

and out round the edges of your nostrils 

move that feeling to the sides of the nose s

visualise the breath

the side of you nostrils.

by now you should feel as if the whole face is breathing in and out.  Continue to extend the feeling 

to the sides, back and top of the head 

every in-breath your head inflates, deflating on every out

feels like a balloon; I liken it to ‘having an internal shower’

 

 

What you then do with the Qi that you’ve in

body rather than just your physical

above technique then you are equipped to use it while you practice the Form and maybe you’ll 

discover further meaning for yourself

good chance that our Spiritual purpose will influence our 
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alone - the channelling of the Wu

that’s as far as I ever got. 

edicine our lungs and the skin, including the mouth and

one continuous element; we breathe oxygen through our nose and mouth into our lungs 

through our skin - our skins are porous and do not represent a barrier between

’ but rather a bridge; it is across this bridge, through the skin, that 

  And, just as our conscious intention to breathe in oxygen
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How to breathe through the skin 

If you already practice abdominal breathing, then you already know how to ‘breathe’

t an extension of that practice.  Start by getting all the physical 

Taiji stance, tip of the tongue on the roof of the mouth, head held aloft 

open all the joints in ‘Standing Pole’ or ‘Holding the Moon’ postures and relax.
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and out round the edges of your nostrils - then, gradually 

move that feeling to the sides of the nose so that you 

visualise the breath entering and leaving the nose through 

the side of you nostrils.  Extend that feeling to the cheeks and onto the whole face 

by now you should feel as if the whole face is breathing in and out.  Continue to extend the feeling 

to the sides, back and top of the head - now you can visualise your head as a balloon such that on
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